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Since 2008, medl has helped to architect, design and develop hundreds of
mobile apps and technologies alongside a storied list of innovative companies 
and people.  Our apps have reached as high as number one on the app store.

Our technology has been deployed in automobiles, surgical suites, restaurants, 
financial institutions, Hollywood studios, art studios and on tens of millions of 

mobile phones around the world.



We’ve built a process 
that builds great 

mobile technology.
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Pre-Development
Our smart people sit with your smart people to map out the user experience, the 
technology architecture and the product roadmap. We begin on a whiteboard and we end 
with detailed documentation.

We’ve been through this process hundreds of times and we love it. If you’re not sure where 
to begin, we can show you. If you’ve already begun, we can likely help you make it better. 

Development
Our engineering team is here under one roof in Sunny Southern California. Our process 
enables a seamless transition from architecture into UI/UX design and engineering. 

We follow a meticulous process of development, documentation and regular code review 
that enables us to bring the breadth of our skill set to bear on every project we take on. 
Quality Assurance is not an afterthought. It is woven into the development process from 
the beginning. 

Support
As operating systems change, new technologies are introduced and consumers become 
more sophisticated - mobile platforms need to evolve as well.

With some clients, we’ve worked to create a transition plan to an in-house team. For 
others, we’ve been the in-house team and we have enjoyed years long relationships 
helping their platforms to evolve and grow.
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iOS • Apple TV • Android

Mobile Web • iOT • Desktop Web

Platforms

Objective-C • Swift • Javascript • Java • HTML 5 • Python • C# • C++

React.js • React Native • Redux • Flexbox • Angular • D3.js

MongoDB • RethinkDB • SQL • Redis

Custom API’s • Node.js • Express.js • Microservices • AWS • API Integration

Mobile Payments • E-Commerce • Deeplinking • Push Notifications • Geofences • Geotargeting

Virtual Reality • Augmented Reality • Unity 3D Development • Educational Apps • Emerging Technologies

Photo Sharing/Manipulation • Publishing Securely Distributed Content  • Media/Content Distribution

Social Media Integration • Streaming Video • Backend Development • Branded Development • Gamification

Enterprise Development • GPS & Location Services • Legacy Integration • mCatalogs • Mobile Couponing 

Tablet-based Sales Tools • Video Game Development • CMS Development • Custom Analytics

Areas of Experience

Agile • Modified Agile • Waterfall

Back of Napkin Make it Happen

MethodologiesDevelopment Tools
JIRA • Beanstalk • GIT Hub • Basecamp • Eclipse • Xcode 

Webstorm • Android Studio • Atom.io • Sublime Text • Appcode

We’ve been there. Done that.
We’ve worked with a wide variety of APIs, SDKs, methodologies, languages and frameworks. 

We are also quite adept at learning new ones. Below is a partial list of our capabilities. 

We sit alongside members from AT&T, Ericsson, 
Google, Intel and other technology leaders as 
Founding Board Members of this international 
organization that represents developers worldwide.
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Mobile has multiple stakeholders. There are cost and revenue 
implications. It is used to build relationships with customers, 

clients and prospects. And it often needs to integrate seamlessly 
with a company’s most secure data and technology assets. 

We get it. These are the conversations we love to have.

We speak
CEO, CMO and CTO.
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The company we keep.
We've had the privilege of working with innovators 

and category leaders in a number of industries.



Created alongside the team at Experian, the 
freecreditscore.com app securely accesses your 
personal credit information and helps you 
understand the factors that make up your own 
credit score. 

Users can see the precise factors that are 
helping or hurting - and can see how certain 
actions like paying bills early or missing 
payments could effect their score. 

It’s a powerful tool for understanding your 

We used mobile to help Experian 
bring a three-digit number to life.



We helped the team at Hyundai to imagine a 
new way for drivers to engage with their 
vehicle. 

We leveraged the car’s own navigation system 
and combined data from Facebook, Twitter 
and other social platforms to help people find 
friends and share their location with friends 
while on the road.

The platform is incredibly powerful - yet 
simple enough to work seamlessly within the 
vehicle’s existing touch screen environment.

We worked with Hyundai to turn an 
in-dash display into a socially 
connected friend finder.



For the launch of the movie Ted, we worked 
with Media Rights Capital and Universal 
Pictures to create “My Wild Night
with Ted.” The app allows users to place 
various poses of Ted into their own photos - 
and then share those photos across social 
media.

The application has been an overwhelming 
success. It’s been downloaded more than 
three million times and has created tens
of millions of Facebook posts, emails and 
Tweets, which have been seen hundreds of 
millions of times.

The app also served as a direct connection 
to millions of Ted fans - helping to promote 
launch of the film when it was released via 
Apple iTunes.

We helped millions of people have 
a Wild Night with Ted.
For the launch of the movie Ted, we worked 

various poses of Ted into their own photos - 
and then share those photos across social 

The application has been an overwhelming 
success. It’s been downloaded more than 
three million times and has created tens
of millions of Facebook posts, emails and 
Tweets, which have been seen hundreds of 

We helped millions of people have 

millions of times.

The app also served as a direct connection 
to millions of Ted fans - helping to promote 
launch of the film when it was released via 
Apple iTunes.

Tweets, which have been seen hundreds of 

The app also served as a direct connection 
to millions of Ted fans - helping to promote 
launch of the film when it was released via 

The app also served as a direct connection 
to millions of Ted fans - helping to promote 
launch of the film when it was released via 



Working with a global leader in clinical trials patient 
management, we developed a mobile application that 
gives enrolled patients mobile access to their schedule of 
doctor visits, required documentation and other 
important information pertinent to their clinical trial.

The application is a mobile extension of a powerful back 
end system, using a series of APIs to deliver patient 
specific, trial specific and even time sensitive data to 
each individual user.

We mobilized access to clinical trials on 
behalf of patients, physicians and 
pharmaceutical companies.



Coco Crisp was known by fans for his giant afro 
and his prowess in the outfield. We combined 
these two factors to create Coco’s Fro Patrol - a 
hysterical game that allows a user to run 
around the outfield and catch fly balls in an 
oversized head of hair.

The game was built for scale with a wide variety 
of game backdrops, uniforms, power-ups, and a 
number of features for monetization.

The stunning graphics and game play were 
made even more fun by a custom soundtrack 
and a collection of sound effects created by 
Coco himself.

We turned a professional baseball 
player into a casual and addictive 
new game.
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Thank you for looking at the exciting stuff 
we’ve been building. Although we’re most 

excited about what we are building today - 
and for what’s coming next. 

Hello future! 

visit us at medlmobile.com

email us at info@medlmobile.com

or call us at 714-617-1991




